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Let your imagination soar as you color these fanciful birds! Thirty-one stylized images offer intricate

depictions of birds enveloped in a variety of swirling settings, including a circle of flowers and a

cluster of hearts. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display.

Specially designed for experienced colorists, Dream Birds and other Creative HavenÃ‚Â® adult

coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an

effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Miryam Adatto was born and raised in Colombia, South America. She attended the Art Institute

there before marrying and moving to the United States. For the last 30 years, Miryam has been

teaching ceramics and art with different media to children in the South Florida area. Her work is her

passion, and she writes "Art has always been in my life and in my heart." All of Miryam's previous

Creative Haven coloring books are among Dover's top-selling titles!

This coloring book is not quite what I expected. It is ok .

I own several coloring books by Miryam Adatto. Each new book is an adventure into her signature



abstract view of design. My previous books were landscapes and beautiful abstract faces, so I was

very interested to see her take on birds. This is not a book of realistically drawn birds, it is lovely

abstract view of birds in various settings, including flowers, plant life and even surrounded by

hearts.The birds in the book are not all familiar to me, but I did recognize owls, a peacock, an egret,

a flamingo, ducks, geese, a turkey and an eagle among them. The way the designs are formed

invites the colorist to use a multitude of colors and to experiment with unusual concepts in her

imaginative world.This is what I experienced while coloring in this book and testing the paper with

my coloring medium. I will list the coloring medium I test and color with in the comments section

below.31 Highly imaginative and abstract designs of birdsPrinted one side of the pagePaper is

Creative Haven's typical great quality, it is white, medium weight, slightly smooth and has perforated

pages.Glue Binding but you can remove pages at the perforation easilyThe designs stop well before

the perforationsAlcohol-based markers bleed through this paperWater-based markers can bleed

through in spots on the back of the pageGel pens and India ink pens leave shadows of color on the

back of the page. India ink pens can bleed through in small spots if you apply heavily with multiple

layers.Coloring pencils work well with this paper. I was able to use both wax and oil based pencils

equally well. They lay down good color, layer the same color and multiple colors and blend easily

using a pencil style blender. Hard lead pencils, like Verithins, leave dents on the back of the page.I

either use a blotter page under my working page or I remove pages from the book to color. I like

card stock for my blotter page but a couple of sheets of heavyweight paper works as well.

Oh my these books are just the best and they never disappoint the pictures are beautiful but they

are also very time consuming so be ready to color quite awhile and also I use colored pencils on all

my books but i'm sure you could use markers because they are one sided pictures as I said these

pictures are beautiful I will forever purchase these books they are the best I ever had !

This is a great book. I found a parakeet design, which I had been looking for, and even a

Thanksgiving turkey. Actually, it's just a turkey, but it's perfect for Thanksgiving. Lots of other birds,

and original peacock designs. too.

This book has fairly thick, perforated paper. All of the designs are collages of birds with various

types of backgrounds. I was looking for a book that would have given me more of an opportunity to

color feathers or color more fine detail. I do think I'll enjoy coloring in this book however because I

do enjoy coloring mandalas.



Not my style at all. Dream birds.......not exactly. Seems quickly sketched and pages thrown

together. Not much artistry to me. Big with no detail at all.Creative Haven is the publisher. That's

usually pretty good.

Love, love, love! My fave artist to date! All her books rock! Highly recommended any of her stuff!

Thank u miryam!

Not one of my faves. The pictures are varied and interesting but I don't like Adatto's style. Other

than that it is a good book.
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